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A Wrinkle in Time Madeleine L'Engle 1962 Meg Murry and her friends become involved with uneartly
strangers and a search for Meg's father, who has disappeared while engaged in secret work for the
government.
The Bedtime Book Zondervan, 2017-07-25 New York Times bestselling author Mary Engelbreit presents
The Bedtime Book, a beautifully illustrated picture book that pairs sleepy time text with Mary’s beloved,
timeless art. From endearing poems and snuggly stories to sweet blessings and precious prayers, each
page features different ways for you to read your little one to sleep, making this a book you can turn to
night after night. Mama comes to tuck you in, Pulls the covers to your chin, Squeezes fingers, squeezes
toes, Lays a kiss upon your nose. From bedtime prayers, poems, and sleepy-time rhymes to short,
illustrated stories, The Bedtime Book gives you and your child a soothing bedtime world to explore as they
prepare to drift off to sleep. Each reading selection is paired with Mary Engelbreit’s iconic and inimitable
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artwork, creating a book of readings and calming illustrations that can be enjoyed by children, adults, and
caretakers alike. The Bedtime Book: contains twelve unique reading experiences that can be read straight
through or broken up and combined for a different bedtime adventure every night, entries that range from
short prayers to stories spanning several spreads features several unique stories you won’t find anywhere
else is a great collectors’ item for fans of Mary Engelbreit’s art
The Anna Dressed in Blood Duology Kendare Blake 2018-05-08 This discounted ebundle includes: Anna
Dressed in Blood, Girl of Nightmares “Anna Dressed in Blood is a dark and intricate tale, with a hero who
kills the dead but is half in love with death himself. By the end of the book, you will be too. Spellbinding
and romantic.”—Cassandra Clare, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Mortal Instruments series
Cas Lowood has inherited an unusual vocation: He kills the dead. So did his father before him, until he
was gruesomely murdered by a ghost he sought to kill. Now, armed with his father's mysterious and
deadly athame, Cas travels the country with his kitchen-witch mother and their spirit-sniffing cat. Together
they follow legends and local lore, trying to keep up with the murderous dead—keeping pesky things like
the future and friends at bay. Other Tor books by Kendare Blake The Goddess War Trilogy Antigoddess
Mortal Gods Ungodly At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Punching Bag Rex Ogle 2021-10-05 The companion to Rex Ogle’s award-winning Free Lunch is a
searing account of adolescence in a household torn by domestic violence. Punching Bag is the compelling
true story of a high school career defined by poverty and punctuated by outbreaks of domestic abuse.
Rex Ogle, who brilliantly mapped his experience of hunger in Free Lunch, here describes his struggle to
survive; reflects on his complex, often paradoxical relationship with his passionate, fierce mother; and
charts the trajectory of his stepdad’s anger. Hovering over Rex’s story is the talismanic presence of his
unborn baby sister. Through it all, Rex threads moments of grace and humor that act as beacons of light
in the darkness. Compulsively readable, beautifully crafted, and authentically told, Punching Bag is a
remarkable memoir about one teenager’s cycle of violence, blame, and attempts to forgive his
parents—and himself.
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Lady Smoke Laura Sebastian 2020-01-07 The sequel to the instant New York Times bestseller that was
"made for fans of Victoria Aveyard and Sabaa Tahir" (Bustle), Lady Smoke is an epic fantasy about a
throne cruelly stolen and a girl who must fight to take it back for her people. The Kaiser murdered
Theodosia's mother, the Fire Queen, when Theo was only six. He took Theo's country and kept her
prisoner, crowning her Ash Princess--a pet to toy with and humiliate for ten long years. That era has
ended. The Kaiser thought his prisoner weak and defenseless. He didn't realize that a sharp mind is the
deadliest weapon. Theo no longer wears a crown of ashes. She has taken back her rightful title, and a
hostage--Prinz Soren. But her people remain enslaved under the Kaiser's rule, and now she is thousands
of miles away from them and her throne. To get them back, she will need an army. Only, securing an
army means she must trust her aunt, the dreaded pirate Dragonsbane. And according to Dragonsbane, an
army can only be produced if Theo takes a husband. Something an Astrean Queen has never done. Theo
knows that freedom comes at a price, but she is determined to find a way to save her country without
losing herself. Praise for Ash Princess: "An emotionally complex, breathtakingly suspenseful series
starter."--Booklist "A dark and spellbinding epic. . . . Brace yourself, because Theodosia Houzzara-wounded, driven, and deadly--is going to carve out a place for herself in your heart." --Sara Holland, New
York Times bestselling author of Everless
Girl of Nightmares Kendare Blake 2012-08-07 Months after Anna Korlov opened a door to Hell and
sacrificed herself for seventeen-year-old ghost hunter Cas Lowood, persistent visions of Anna being
tortured cause Cas to decide to save her as she once saved him.
The Queens of Fennbirn Kendare Blake 2018-05-03 The Queens of Fennbirn contains two gripping
stories from the New York Times bestselling Three Dark Crowns universe, written by Kendare Blake.The
Young Queens is the story of the three queens when they were born, before they were separated - it
gives a short glimpse of the time when they all lived together, loved each other and protected one
another. It's also the story of the day they were torn apart and the immediate years that followed before
the opening of Three Dark Crowns.The Oracle Queen - historically, baby queens born with the sight gift
were drowned. This had been the practice for hundreds of years, so long that few were even born any
more, as if the Goddess knew it would be a waste. It is a harsh sentence, but necessary, for it is well-
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known that in a queen the sight gift will run strong. Strong enough to drive her mad. This is the tale of the
last sight-gift queen to be allowed to live. She was overcome by paranoia and false visions, driven past
the brink by the phantom thoughts of others in her head, so she set upon the capital with bloody ruin,
murdering whole houses, whole family lines, without trial. Or at least, that is how the tale is told. This is
her story.
Anna Dressed in Blood Kendare Blake 2011-08-30 For three years, seventeen-year-old Cas Lowood has
carried on his father's work of dispatching the murderous dead, traveling with his kitchen-witch mother and
their spirit-sniffing cat, but everything changes when he meets Anna, a girl unlike any ghost he has faced
before.
Queens of Fennbirn Kendare Blake 2018-04-03 #1 New York Times bestselling author Kendare Blake
delivers two Three Dark Crowns prequel novellas fans won’t want to miss! Together in print for the first
time in this paperback bind-up, the dazzling prequels to the Three Dark Crowns series are finally available
for fans to have and to (literally) hold. Uncover the sisters’ origins, dive deep into the catastrophic reign of
the Oracle Queen, and reveal layers of Fennbirn’s past, hidden until now. The Young Queens Get a
glimpse of triplet queens Mirabella, Arsinoe, and Katharine during a short period of time when they
protected and loved one another. From birth until their claiming ceremonies, this is the story of the three
sisters’ lives…before they were at stake. The Oracle Queen Everyone knows the legend of Elsabet, the
Oracle Queen. The one who went mad. The one who orchestrated a senseless, horrific slaying of three
entire houses. But what really happened? Discover the true story behind the queen who could foresee the
future…just not her own downfall.
Immortal Reign Morgan Rhodes 2018-02-06 In the epic conclusion to the Falling Kingdoms series, sworn
enemies must become allies as they fight to save Mytica. Jonas continues to willfully defy his destiny, but
the consequences of plotting his own course are drastic. As the fight for Mytica rages on, he must decide
just how much more he's willing to sacrifice. Lucia knows there's something special about her daughter
and she'll do anything to protect her, even if that means facing Kyan alone. Amara is called back home to
Kraeshia. Grandma Cortas has her own plans for Mytica's future. She promises Amara power, revenge,
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and dominance if she agrees to be part of her scheme. Magnus and Cleo's love will be put to the ultimate
test. Dark magic is causing widespread destruction throughout the kingdom. Enemies across the sea are
advancing. And unrest is stirring throughout the land. Is their love strong enough to withstand the outside
forces tearing them apart?
Two Dark Reigns Kendare Blake 2018-09-04 #1 New York Times bestselling author Kendare Blake
returns with the highly anticipated third book in the Three Dark Crowns series! And while Arsinoe,
Mirabella, and Katharine all have their own scores to settle, there is another queen stirring things up on
Fennbirn Island. Queen Katharine has waited her entire life to wear the crown. But now that she finally
has it, the murmurs of dissent grow louder by the day. There’s also the alarming issue of whether her
sisters are actually dead—or if they’re waiting in the wings to usurp the throne. Mirabella and Arsinoe are
alive, but in hiding on the mainland and dealing with a nightmare of their own: being visited repeatedly by
a specter they think might be the fabled Blue Queen. Though she says nothing, her rotting, bony finger
pointing out to sea is clear enough: return to Fennbirn. Jules, too, is in a strange place—in disguise. And
her only confidants, a war-gifted girl named Emilia and her oracle friend Mathilde, are urging her to take
on a role she can’t imagine filling: a legion-cursed queen who will lead a rebel army to Katharine’s
doorstep. This is an uprising that the mysterious Blue Queen may have more to do with than anyone
could have guessed—or expected. Don't miss Five Dark Fates, the thrilling conclusion to the series!
The Oracle Queen Kendare Blake 2018-04-03 The #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Three
Dark Crowns series introduces readers to the Oracle Queen in this riveting prequel novella. Fans of the
series will be enthralled with Queen Elsabet’s genesis, riveted by her madness, and compelled by her
tragic—and bloody—reign. Triplet queens born on the island of Fennbirn can be many things: Elementals.
Poisoners. Naturalists. If an oracle queen is born, however, one with the gift of sight, she’s immediately
drowned, extinguishing her chance at ever taking the throne. But that’s not how it always was. This
cautionary practice started long ago, with Queen Elsabet—the legendary, and last, oracle queen—whose
reign was tinged with blood and horror. Paranoid, ruthless, and utterly mad, Elsabet’s mistrust led to the
senseless slaying of three entire houses of innocent people. At least, that’s the unchallenged tale carried
down from generation to generation. But what really happened? Discover the true story behind the queen
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who, though born with the gift of sight, could not foresee her swift and sudden fall from power . . . until it
was too late. Don't miss Five Dark Fates, the thrilling conclusion to the series!
I Am Thunder Muhammad Khan 2018-01-25 I Am Thunder is the Branford Boase Award-winning debut YA
novel which questions how far you'll go to stand up for what you believe. Fifteen-year-old Muzna Saleem
is used to being invisible. So no one is more surprised than her when Arif Malik, the hottest boy in school,
takes a sudden interest. But Arif is hiding a terrible secret and, as they begin to follow a dark path, Muzna
faces an impossible choice: keep quiet and betray her beliefs, or speak out and betray her heart.
Muhammad Khan's stunning, multi-award winning YA writing gets right to the centre of what it means to
be an urban teenager today. 'An uplifting, empowering novel with hope at its heart' Observer Children's
Book of the Week 'Funny and clever - a perspective long overdue in British fiction' Alex Wheatle, author of
Crongton Knights 'This one is special . . . punches well above the weight of most debuts' The Times 'This
assured, hopeful debut feels unprecedented and essential' Guardian
Five Dark Fates Kendare Blake 2019-09-03 In the final book in the #1 New York Times bestselling Three
Dark Crowns series, an all-out war is brewing—one that will pit sister against sister and dead against
undead. After the grim confrontation with Queen Katharine, the rebellion lies in tatters. Jules’s legion
curse has been unbound, and it is up to Arsinoe to find a cure, even as the responsibility of stopping the
ravaging mist lies heavy on her shoulders, and her shoulders alone. Mirabella has disappeared.
Katharine’s reign remains intact—for now. When Mirabella arrives, seemingly under a banner of truce,
Katharine begins to yearn for the closeness that Mirabella and Arsinoe share. But as the two circle each
other, the dead queens hiss caution—Mirabella is not to be trusted. In this conclusion to the Three Dark
Crowns series, three sisters will rise to fight as the secrets of Fennbirn’s history are laid bare. Allegiances
will shift. Bonds will be tested. But the fate of the island lies in the hands of its queens. It always has.
Three Dark Crowns Kendare Blake 2016-09-20 New York Times Bestseller * New York Public Library
Best Book of 2016 * Chicago Public Library Best Book of 2016 * Kirkus Best Book of the Year Fans of
acclaimed author Kendare Blake’s Anna Dressed in Blood will devour Three Dark Crowns, the first book
in a dark and inventive fantasy series about three sisters who must fight to the death to become queen. In
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every generation on the island of Fennbirn, a set of triplets is born: three queens, all equal heirs to the
crown and each possessor of a coveted magic. Mirabella is a fierce elemental, able to spark hungry
flames or vicious storms at the snap of her fingers. Katharine is a poisoner, one who can ingest the
deadliest poisons without so much as a stomachache. Arsinoe, a naturalist, is said to have the ability to
bloom the reddest rose and control the fiercest of lions. But becoming the Queen Crowned isn’t solely a
matter of royal birth. Each sister has to fight for it. And it’s not just a game of win or lose…it’s life or death.
The night the sisters turn sixteen, the battle begins. The last queen standing gets the crown. Don't miss
Five Dark Fates, the thrilling conclusion to the series!
You & Me at the End of the World Brianna Bourne 2021-08-05 This is no ordinary apocalypse... Hannah
wakes up to silence. The entire city around her is empty, except for one other person: Leo. Stuck with
only each other, they explore a world with no parents, no friends, and no school and realise that they can
be themselves, instead of playing the parts everyone expects of them. Together, they search for answers
amid crushing isolation. But while their empty world may appear harmless . . . it's not. Because nothing is
quite as it seems, and if Hannah and Leo don't figure out what's going on, they might just be torn apart
forever. Perfect for fans of John Green. A romantic apocalypse story like no other.
Gem & Dixie Sara Zarr 2017-04-04 “A story that broke my heart and put it back together again. You won’t
want to let Gem and Dixie go.” —Sarah Dessen, New York Times bestselling author of Saint Anything
From renowned author and National Book Award finalist Sara Zarr comes a deep, nuanced, and
gorgeously written story about the complex relationship between two sisters from a broken home. Gem
has never known what it is to have security. She’s never known an adult she can truly rely on. But the
one constant in her life has been Dixie. Gem grew up taking care of her sister when no one else could:
not their mother, whose issues make it hard for her to keep food on the table, and definitely not their
father, whose intermittent presence is the only thing worse than his frequent absence. Even as Gem and
Dixie have grown apart, they’ve always had each other. When their dad returns home for the first time in
years and tries to insert himself back into their lives, Gem finds herself with an unexpected opportunity:
three days with Dixie—on their own in Seattle and beyond. But this short trip soon becomes something
more, as Gem discovers that that to save herself, she may have to sever the one bond she’s tried so
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hard to keep. "A complex and gripping story centered around the relationship of two sisters from a broken
home. This book was so meaningful and realistic" (from the Brightly.com review, which named Gem and
Dixie one of the best books of 2017).
In Every Generation (Volume 1) Kendare Blake 2022-01-04 The first in an all-new series by New York
Times best-selling author Kendare Blake continues the world of Buffy the Vampire Slayer featuring the
next generation of Scoobies and Slayers who must defeat a powerful new evil. A new Slayer for a new
generation... Frankie Rosenberg is passionate about the environment, a sophomore at New Sunnydale
High School, and the daughter of the most powerful witch in Sunnydale history. Her mom, Willow, is
slowly teaching her magic on the condition that she use it to better the world. But Frankie's happily quiet
life is upended when new girl Hailey shows up with news that the annual Slayer convention has been the
target of an attack, and all the Slayers—including Buffy, Faith, and Hailey's older sister Vi—might be dead.
That means it's time for this generation's Slayer to be born. But being the first ever Slayer-Witch means
learning how to wield a stake while trying to control her budding powers. With the help of Hailey, a
werewolf named Jake, and a hot but nerdy sage demon, Frankie must become the Slayer, prevent the
Hellmouth from opening again, and find out what happened to her Aunt Buffy, before she's next. Get
ready for a whole new story within the world of Buffy!
The Smoke Thieves Sally Green 2018-05-01 Unforgiveable betrayals, devious motives, and forbidden love
collide in the first installment of internationally bestselling author Sally Green's epic new fantasy series,
perfect for Game of Thrones fans. In a land tinged with magic and a bustling trade in an illicit supernatural
substance, destiny will intertwine the fates of five players: A visionary princess determined to forge her
own path. An idealistic solider whose heart is at odds with his duty. A streetwise hunter tracking the most
dangerous prey. A charming thief with a powerful hidden identity. A loyal servant on a quest to avenge his
kingdom. Their lives intersect with a stolen bottle of demon smoke. As war approaches, they must
navigate a tangled web of political intrigue, shifting alliances, and forbidden love in order to uncover the
dangerous truth about the strangely powerful smoke that interwines their fates.
The Wish Granter C. J. Redwine 2017-02-14 An epic, romantic, and action-packed fantasy inspired by the
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tale of Rumpelstiltskin, about a bastard princess who must take on an evil fae to save her brother’s soul,
from C. J. Redwine, the New York Times bestselling author of The Shadow Queen. Perfect for fans of
Graceling and the Lunar Chronicles. The world has turned upside down for Thad and Ari Glavan, the
bastard twins of Súndraille’s king. Their mother was murdered. The royal family died mysteriously. And
now Thad sits on the throne of a kingdom whose streets are suddenly overrun with violence he can’t stop.
Growing up ignored by the nobility, Ari never wanted to be a proper princess. And when Thad suddenly
starts training Ari to take his place, she realizes that her brother’s ascension to the throne wasn’t fate. It
was the work of a Wish Granter named Alistair Teague who tricked Thad into wishing away both the
safety of his people and his soul in exchange for the crown. So Ari recruits the help of Thad’s enigmatic
new weapons master, Sebastian Vaughn, to teach her how to fight Teague. With secret ties to Teague’s
criminal empire, Sebastian might just hold the key to discovering Alistair’s weaknesses, saving Ari’s
brother—and herself. But Teague is ruthless and more than ready to destroy anyone who dares stand in
his way—and now he has his sights set on the princess. And if Ari can’t outwit him, she’ll lose Sebastian,
her brother…and her soul.
The Goddess War Trilogy Kendare Blake 2018-01-09 This discounted ebundle includes: Antigoddess,
Mortal Gods, Ungodly “Blake presents a gory, thrilling vision of the twilight of the gods, in all their
pettiness and power, while letting readers draw their own messages and conclusions.” —Publishers
Weekly, starred review Old gods never die.... Or so Athena thought. As horrific afflictions bring the ancient
immortal Olympians to their knees, a thoroughly modern Athena and Hermes travel the world searching
for answers. What they find is Cassandra, the ordinary girl who can’t remember her extraordinary past life.
The Goddess War begins in Antigoddess, the first book in a riveting new horror series from Kendare
Blake, critically acclaimed author of Anna Dressed in Blood. Other Tor Teen books by Kendare Blake
Anna Dressed in Blood Girl of Nightmares At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Traitor Prince C. J. Redwine 2018-02-13 A dark epic fantasy inspired by The Prince and the Pauper
and the fairy tale The False Prince, from bestselling author C. J. Redwine. Perfect for fans of the Court of
Thorns and Roses series and the Wrath and the Dawn duology, The Traitor Prince is a thrilling new
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standalone novel in the Ravenspire series. Javan Najafai, crown prince of Akram, has spent the last ten
years at an elite boarding school, far away from his kingdom. But his eagerly awaited return home is cut
short when a mysterious impostor takes his place—and no one believes Javan is the true prince. After
barely escaping the impostor’s assassins, Javan is thrown into Maqbara, the kingdom’s most dangerous
prison. The only way to gain an audience with the king—and reveal Javan’s identity—is to fight in
Maqbara’s yearly tournament. But winning is much harder than acing competitions at school, and soon
Javan finds himself beset not just by the terrifying creatures in the arena but also by a band of prisoners
allied against him, and even by the warden herself. The only person who can help him is Sajda, who has
been enslaved by Maqbara’s warden since she was a child, and whose guarded demeanor and powerful
right hook keep the prisoners in check. Working with Sajda might be the only way Javan can escape
alive—but she has dangerous secrets. Together, Javan and Sajda have to outwit the vicious warden,
outfight deadly creatures, and outlast the murderous prisoners intent on killing Javan. If they fail, they’ll be
trapped in Maqbara for good—and the secret Sajda’s been hiding will bury them both.
Antigoddess Kendare Blake 2013-09-10 The Goddess War begins in Antigoddess, the first installment of
the new series by acclaimed author of Anna Dressed in Blood, Kendare Blake. Old Gods never die... Or
so Athena thought. But then the feathers started sprouting beneath her skin, invading her lungs like a
strange cancer, and Hermes showed up with a fever eating away his flesh. So much for living a quiet
eternity in perpetual health. Desperately seeking the cause of their slow, miserable deaths, Athena and
Hermes travel the world, gathering allies and discovering enemies both new and old. Their search leads
them to Cassandra—an ordinary girl who was once an extraordinary prophetess, protected and loved by a
god. These days, Cassandra doesn't involve herself in the business of gods—in fact, she doesn't even
know they exist. But she could be the key in a war that is only just beginning. Because Hera, the queen
of the gods, has aligned herself with other of the ancient Olympians, who are killing off rivals in an attempt
to prolong their own lives. But these anti-gods have become corrupted in their desperation to survive,
horrific caricatures of their former glory. Athena will need every advantage she can get, because
immortals don't just flicker out. Every one of them dies in their own way. Some choke on feathers. Others
become monsters. All of them rage against their last breath. The Goddess War is about to begin. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
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Sea of Shadows Kelley Armstrong 2014-04-08 Kelley Armstrong, #1 New York Times bestselling author,
takes an exciting new direction with this big, breathtaking blend of fantasy, romance, horror, and pulsepounding action, perfect for fans of Graceling and Game of Thrones. Twin sisters Moria and Ashyn were
marked at birth to become the Keeper and the Seeker of Edgewood, beginning with their sixteenth
birthday. Trained in fighting and in the secret rites of the spirits, they lead an annual trip into the Forest of
the Dead. There, the veil between the living world and the beyond is thinnest, and the girls pay respect to
the spirits who have passed. But this year, their trip goes dreadfully wrong. With all the heart-stopping
romance and action that have made her a #1 New York Times bestselling author, and set in an
unforgettably rich and dangerous world, this first epic book in the Age of Legends trilogy will appeal to
Kelley Armstrong's legions of fans around the world and win her many new ones.
The Peculiar Night of the Blue Heart Lauren DeStefano 2016-09-13 From New York Times bestselling
author Lauren DeStefano comes a gorgeous tale of friendship found and fought for against a haunting
danger. It's just right for fans of Serafina and the Black Cloak. Lionel is a wild boy, who doesn't much like
to be around other people. He'd rather be a purring cat or a wolf stalking the woods. Marybeth is a nice
girl. She doesn't need to be told to comb her hair or brush her teeth, and she's kind to everyone at the
orphanage . . . Lionel most of all. Different though they are, Lionel and Marybeth are best friends in a
world that has forgotten about them. So when a mysterious blue spirit possesses Marybeth-and starts to
take control-they know they must stop it before the real Marybeth fades away forever.
Ungodly Kendare Blake 2015-09-22 As ancient immortals are left reeling, a modern Athena and Hermes
search the world for answers inUngodly, the final Goddess War novel.
Family-Friendly Biking in New Jersey and Eastern Pennsylvania Diane Goodspeed 2005-04 Through years
of research and a lot of trial and error with her own two children, Goodspeed gives readers the first biking
book for this region geared specifically toward families with young kids. Packed with photos and easy-tofollow maps.
One Dark Throne Kendare Blake 2017-09-19 #1 New York Times bestseller! In this enthralling sequel to
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Kendare Blake’s New York Times bestselling Three Dark Crowns, Fennbirn’s deadliest queens must face
the one thing standing in their way of the crown: each other. The battle for the crown has begun, but
which of the three sisters will prevail? With the unforgettable events of the Quickening behind them and
the Ascension Year underway, all bets are off. Katharine, once the weak and feeble sister, is stronger
than ever before. Arsinoe, after discovering the truth about her powers, must figure out how to make her
secret talent work in her favor without anyone finding out. And Mirabella, once thought to be the strongest
sister of all and the certain Queen Crowned, faces attacks like never before—ones that put those around
her in danger she can’t seem to prevent. Don't miss Five Dark Fates, the thrilling conclusion to the series!
Mortal Gods Kendare Blake 2014-10-14 As ancient immortals are left reeling, a modern Athena and
Hermes search the world for answers in Mortal Gods, the second Goddess War novel by Kendare Blake,
acclaimed author of Anna Dressed in Blood. Ares, god of war, is leading the other dying gods into battle.
Which is just fine with Athena. She's ready to wage a war of her own, and she's never liked him anyway.
If Athena is lucky, the winning gods will have their immortality restored. If not, at least she'll have killed the
bloody lot of them, and she and Hermes can die in peace. Cassandra Weaver is a weapon of fate. The
girl who kills gods. But all she wants is for the god she loved and lost to return to life. If she can't have
that, then the other gods will burn, starting with his murderer, Aphrodite. The alliance between Cassandra
and Athena is fragile. Cassandra suspects Athena lacks the will to truly kill her own family. And Athena
fears that Cassandra's hate will get them all killed. The war takes them across the globe, searching for
lost gods, old enemies, and Achilles, the greatest warrior the world has ever seen. As the struggle
escalates, Athena and Cassandra must find a way to work together. Because if they can't, fates far worse
than death await. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
A Queen in Hiding Sarah Kozloff 2020-01-21 Debut author Sarah Kozloff offers a breathtaking and
cinematic epic fantasy of a ruler coming of age in A Queen in Hiding first in the quartet of The Nine
Realms series. Four books. Four months. Nine Realms. Readers will be able to binge this amazing
fantasy series with beautiful interlocking art across the spines of all four books. Orphaned, exiled and
hunted, Cerulia, Princess of Weirandale, must master the magic that is her birthright, become a ruthless
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guerilla fighter, and transform into the queen she is destined to be. But to do it she must win the favor of
the spirits who play in mortal affairs, assemble an unlikely group of rebels, and wrest the throne from a
corrupt aristocracy whose rot has spread throughout her kingdom. The Nine Realms Series #1 A Queen
in Hiding #2 The Queen of Raiders #3 A Broken Queen March 2020 #4 The Cerulean Queen April 2020
At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
The Secret Circle: The Initiation and The Captive Part I L. J. Smith 2011-09-20 With love, witchcraft, and
spellbinding drama, the Secret Circle series is perfect for fans of The Vampire Diaries. This special
collection contains the first book in the Secret Circle series, The Initiation, as well as part one of the
second book in the series, The Captive; from L.J. Smith, the New York Times bestselling author of The
Vampire Diaries. When Cassie is forced to move from California all the way to the small New England
town of New Salem, she’s miserable. And yet, she feels a powerful kinship to the town, and to a
terrifyingly beautiful group of students who always seem to get their way. Charmed by the Secret Circle,
Cassie is initiated into a coven of witches whose power has controlled New Salem for hundreds of years.
But when she falls for the mysterious and intriguing Adam, she is faced with the most pressing danger of
her life—and one wrong move could ultimately destroy her…
The Sin Eater's Daughter Melinda Salisbury 2015-03-01 Seventeen-year-old Twylla lives in the castle. But
although she’s engaged to the prince, Twylla isn’t exactly a member of the court. She’s the executioner.
As the Goddess embodied, Twylla instantly kills anyone she touches. Each month she’s taken to the
prison and forced to lay her hands on those accused of treason. No one will ever love a girl with murder
in her veins. Even the prince, whose royal blood supposedly makes him immune to Twylla’s fatal touch,
avoids her company. But then a new guard arrives, a boy whose easy smile belies his deadly
swordsmanship. And unlike the others, he’s able to look past Twylla’s executioner robes and see the girl,
not the Goddess. Yet Twylla’s been promised to the prince, and knows what happens to people who
cross the queen. However, a treasonous secret is the least of Twylla’s problems. The queen has a plan to
destroy her enemies, a plan that requires a stomach-churning, unthinkable sacrifice. Will Twylla do what it
takes to protect her kingdom? Or will she abandon her duty in favor of a doomed love?
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The Young Queens Kendare Blake 2017-12-26 In this must-read prequel to Kendare Blake’s New York
Times bestselling Three Dark Crowns, the queens’ origin story is revealed. It’s a pre-crown lowdown of
Fennbirn’s ruling class. Mirabella, Arsinoe, and Katharine weren't always scheming to murder each other.
They weren't always surrounded by rival foster families, each swearing to have their best interests at
heart. And they weren't always afraid of being unexpectedly attacked—by one of their own sisters, no
less—in a way that could cost them their last breath. They used to be together. Just three sisters. Alone in
a glen. This is the story of the three queens—after they were born, before they were separated, during the
time when they all lived together, loved each other, and protected each other. Even as children, their
personalities were starting to emerge—Mirabella was the responsible eldest; Arsinoe, the wild spitfire; and
Katharine, the obedient youngest. It’s also the story of the day they were torn apart, and the several years
that follow. From birth to eleven years old, this is a rare glimpse of the queens' lives…before they were at
stake. Don't miss any of the Three Dark Crowns books, including Five Dark Fates, the thrilling conclusion
to the series! Want to read more about Fennbirn’s history? Check out The Oracle Queen, the tragic story
of the legendary last Queen with the gift of sight!
Queens of Fennbirn Kendare Blake 2018-05-03 Queens of Fennbirn contains two gripping stories from the
New York Times bestselling Three Dark Crowns universe, written by Kendare Blake. The Young Queens
is the story of the three queens when they were born, before they were separated - it gives a short
glimpse of the time when they all lived together, loved each other and protected one another. It's also the
story of the day they were torn apart and the immediate years that followed before the opening of Three
Dark Crowns. The Oracle Queen - historically, baby queens born with the sight gift were drowned. This
had been the practice for hundreds of years, so long that few were even born any more, as if the
Goddess knew it would be a waste. It is a harsh sentence, but necessary, for it is well-known that in a
queen the sight gift will run strong. Strong enough to drive her mad. This is the tale of the last sight-gift
queen to be allowed to live. She was overcome by paranoia and false visions, driven past the brink by the
phantom thoughts of others in her head, so she set upon the capital with bloody ruin, murdering whole
houses, whole family lines, without trial. Or at least, that is how the tale is told. This is her story.
Ruined Amy Tintera 2016-05-03 New York Times bestseller Amy Tintera’s YA fantasy trilogy blends the
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romance of Kiera Cass’s Selection series and the epic stakes of Victoria Aveyard’s Red Queen in a story
of revenge, adventure, and unexpected love. Emelina Flores has nothing. Her home in Ruina has been
ravaged by war; her parents were killed and her sister was kidnapped. Even though Em is only a useless
Ruined—completely lacking any magic—she is determined to get revenge. Her plan is simple: She will
infiltrate the enemy’s kingdom, posing as the crown prince’s betrothed. She will lead an ambush. She will
kill the king and everything he holds dear, including his son. The closer Em gets to the prince, though, the
more she questions her mission. Her rage-filled heart begins to soften. But with her life—and her
family—on the line, love could be Em’s deadliest mistake.
All These Bodies Kendare Blake 2021-09-21 * Indie Next List Pick * Indie Bestseller * Sixteen bloodless
bodies. Two teenagers. One impossible explanation. In this edge-of-your-seat mystery from #1 New York
Times bestselling author Kendare Blake, the truth is as hard to believe as it is to find. Summer 1958. A
gruesome killer plagues the Midwest, leaving behind a trail of bodies completely drained of blood. Michael
Jensen, an aspiring journalist whose father happens to be the town sheriff, never imagined that the
Bloodless Murders would come to his backyard. Not until the night the Carlson family was found murdered
in their home. Marie Catherine Hale, a diminutive fifteen-year-old, was discovered at the scene—covered
in blood. She is the sole suspect in custody. Michael didn’t think that he would be part of the investigation,
but he is pulled in when Marie decides that he is the only one she will confess to. As Marie recounts her
version of the story, it falls to Michael to find the truth: What really happened the night that the Carlsons
were killed? And how did one girl wind up in the middle of all these bodies?
Wink Poppy Midnight April Genevieve Tucholke 2016-03-22 The intrigue of The Raven Boys and the
"supernatural or not" question of The Unbecoming of Mara Dyer coalesce in this young adult mystery,
where nothing is quite as it seems, no one is quite who you think, and everything can change on a dime.
Every story needs a hero. Every story needs a villain. Every story needs a secret. Wink is the odd,
mysterious neighbor girl, wild red hair and freckles. Poppy is the blond bully and the beautiful,
manipulative high school queen bee. Midnight is the sweet, uncertain boy caught between them. Wink.
Poppy. Midnight. Two girls. One boy. Three voices that burst onto the page in short, sharp, bewitching
chapters, and spiral swiftly and inexorably toward something terrible or tricky or tremendous. What really
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happened? Someone knows. Someone is lying. For fans of Holly Black, We Were Liars, and The Virgin
Suicides, this mysterious tale full of intrigue, dread, beauty, and a whiff of something strange will leave
you utterly entranced.
A Poison Dark and Drowning (Kingdom on Fire, Book Two) Jessica Cluess 2017-09-19 “Devastatingly
magical and monstrously romantic. I can’t decide if this book stole my heart or ripped it out of my chest.”
—Stephanie Garber, author of Caraval The magicians want her to lead. The sorcerers want her to lie. The
demons want her blood. Henrietta wants to save the one she loves. But will his dark magic be her
undoing? In this seductive and explosive second book in the Kingdom on Fire series, Jessica Cluess
delivers her signature mix of magic, passion, and teen warriors fighting for survival. Hand to fans of
Victoria Aveyard, Sarah J. Maas, and Kiersten White. Henrietta doesn’t need a prophecy to know that
she’s in danger. She came to London to be named the chosen one, the first female sorcerer in centuries,
the one who would defeat the Ancients. Instead, she discovered a city ruled by secrets. And the biggest
secret of all: Henrietta is not the chosen one. Still, she must play the role in order to keep herself and
Rook, her best friend and childhood love, safe. But can she truly save him? The poison in Rook’s system
is transforming him into something monstrous as he begins to master dark powers of his own. So when
Henrietta finds a clue to the Ancients’ past that could turn the tide of the war, she persuades Blackwood,
the mysterious Earl of Sorrow-Fell, to travel up the coast to seek out strange new weapons. And Magnus,
the brave, reckless flirt who wants to win back her favor, is assigned to their mission. Together, they will
face monsters, meet powerful new allies, and uncover the most devastating weapon of all: the truth.
Praise for A Shadow Bright and Burning: “Is it clear that Cluess adores the Harry Potter series and Jane
Eyre? Yes. So do you. So does everyone. What matters is that her voice is her own. . . . A Shadow Bright
and Burning delivers on the promise of its title. This is a novel that gives off light and heat.” —The New
York Times “The magic! The intrigue! The guys! We were sucked into this monster-ridden alternative
England from page one. Henrietta is literally a ‘girl on fire’ and this team of sorcerers training for battle
had a pinch of Potter blended with a drop of [Cassandra Clare’s] Infernal Devices.” —Justine
“Unputdownable. I loved the monsters, the magic, and the teen warriors who are their world’s best hope!
Jessica Cluess is an awesome storyteller!” —Tamora Pierce, #1 New York Times bestselling author
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The Sisters of the Winter Wood Rena Rossner 2018-09-25 Captivating and boldly imaginative, with a tale
of sisterhood at its heart, Rena Rossner's debut fantasy invites you to enter a world filled with magic,
folklore, and the dangers of the woods. *Publishers Weekly: Best Book of 2018: SF/Fantasy/Horror
*BookPage: Best Book of 2018: Science Fiction & Fantasy "With luscious and hypnotic prose, Rena
Rossner tells a gripping, powerful story of family, sisterhood, and two young women trying to find their
way in the world." — Madeline Miller, bestselling author of Circe In a remote village surrounded by vast
forests on the border of Moldova and Ukraine, sisters Liba and Laya have been raised on the honeyed
scent of their Mami's babka and the low rumble of their Tati's prayers. But when a troupe of mysterious
men arrives, Laya falls under their spell -- despite their mother's warning to be wary of strangers. And this
is not the only danger lurking in the woods. As dark forces close in on their village, Liba and Laya
discover a family secret passed down through generations. Faced with a magical heritage they never
knew existed, the sisters realize the old fairy tales are true. . .and could save them all. Discover a magical
tale of secrets, heritage, and fairy tales weaving through history that will enchant readers of The Bear and
the Nightingale, Uprooted and The Golem and the Jinni. Praise for The Sisters of the Winter Wood:
"Intricately crafted, gorgeously rendered. . .full of heart, history, and enchantment." —Publishers Weekly
(starred review) "A richly detailed story of Jewish identity and sisterhood. . . Ambitious and surprising."
—Kirkus For more from Rena Rossner, check out The Light of the Midnight Stars.
The Radiant Road Katherine Catmull 2016-01-19 A gorgeously woven tale of magic, friendship, and selfdiscovery set in a dream-like landscape filled with fairies. After years of living in America, Clare Macleod
and her father are returning to Ireland, where they’ll inhabit the house Clare was born in—a house built
into a green hillside with a tree for a wall. For Clare, the house is not only full of memories of her mother,
but also of a mysterious boy with raven-dark hair and dreamlike nights filled with stars and magic. Clare
soon discovers that the boy is as real as the fairy-making magic, and that they’re both in great danger
from an ancient foe. Fast-paced adventure and spellbinding prose combine to weave a tale of love and
loyalty in this young adult fantasy. ★ "A stunningly atmospheric, gorgeously complicated dream of a book."
—Publishers Weekly, starred review ★ "An unforgettable tale . . . that contains all the darkness and light of
A Midsummer Night's Dream." —School Library Journal, starred review "Gorgeous, haunting, and
wonderfully strange, The Radiant Road establishes Katherine Catmull as a master of the modern fairy
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tale." —Anne Ursu, author of The Real Boy and Breadcrumbs "Katherine Catmull deftly weaves Clare's
contemporary story with ancient Celtic lore. The Radiant Road is a beguiling novel with a strong, engaging
protagonist." —Juliet Marillier, author of Daughter of the Forest and Wildwood Dancing
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